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Item Length Unit Price

ST-8200-S Up to 23' 2,985.00$          

ST-8300-EVO-1 18' to 20' 3,385.00$          

ST-8300-EVO-2 20' to 22' 3,735.00$          

ST-8300-EVO-3 22' to 24' 4,085.00$          

ST-8200-R Up to 23' 3,985.00$          

ST-8200-SA Up to 23' 4,700.00$          

ST-3000-CW ANY SIZE 1,475.00$             

ST-3000-GR ANY SIZE 1,710.00$             

ST-8000-AUTO ANY SIZE 3,000.00$             

ST-8200-EXT Up to 26' 450.00$             

ST-8000-RG Any 375.00$             

QC-4000-RO Up to 23' 1,475.00$          

QC-4000-L Up to 16' 1,375.00$          

QC-LIFT Any 1,150.00$          

Ships as kit- assembly time approximately 3-1/2 to 4-1/2 hours

Optional automated drive for ST-8200-SA cover (Includes guide rails)

Optional guide rails for container placement 

STORM-TOP EVO cover with permanent mount, opens to both side of the container

STORM-TOP EVO cover with permanent mount, opens to both side of the container

STORM-TOP EVO cover with permanent mount, opens to both side of the container

Ships as kit- assembly time approximately 1 hour

No extra shipping charge if ordered with cover
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Description

STORM-TOP standard cover with permanent mount, opens to 1 side of the container

STORM-TOP cover with stand alone mount to anchor to concrete

Ships as kit- assembly time approximately 2-3 hours

Ships as kit- assembly time approximately 2-3 hours

STORM-TOP cover with removable mount and fork pockets
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Works for container 47" to 99" tall

Overhang kit for Storm-Top covers- For containers with raised gates

Shipping= $575 for first cover, $75 for each additional up to 4 covers

Shipping= $375 for 1st set, $50 for each additional set with no limit

Shipping= $450 each

Extension kit for Storm-Top covers- Extends covers up to 26'

Optional counterweight box to mount ST-8200-SA (concrete not included)

Shipping= $425 each

5500 QUAM AVE NE

SAINT MICHAEL, MN 55376

P. 763.428.2214

F. 763.428.2215

Optional hand operated fork lift for mounting and removal of QUICK-COVERS

Shipping= $425 for 1st cover, $50 for each additional up to 4 covers

QUICK-COVER roll up style roll off cover

(Add $40 for every foot of additional length over 23' needed)

QUCIK-COVER roll up style lugger container cover

(Add $40 for every foot of additional length over 16' needed)
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